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1. The MyData Mission in context

Personal data has significant social, economic, and practical value. It holds the key to improving a range of services and products provided by governments, companies, and organisations. But personal data-based services must be built on mutual trust.

MyData is a human-centric approach to personal data management, which combines industry need for data with digital human rights. MyData is an alternative vision which offers guiding technical principles for how we, as individuals, can have more control over the data trails we leave behind in our everyday actions. The core idea is that we should have an easier way to see where our personal data goes, specify who can use it, and alter these decisions over time. Giving people control over their data can help to unlock the free flow of data, protecting and empowering individuals, while creating value for society as a whole.

We believe that this idea is key to enabling a fair, sustainable, and prosperous digital society, and that MyData can make an important contribution to this vision by engaging and serving its global community as a recognized expertise connector.

Specifically, MyData Global works with and through its membership to facilitating the three shifts described in the MyData Declaration and shown in the box below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The MyData Shifts: what needs to change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. From formal to actionable rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In many countries, individuals have enjoyed legal data protection for decades, yet their rights have remained mostly formal: little known, hard to enforce, and often obscured by corporate practices. We want true transparency and truly informed consent to become the new normal for when people and organisations interact. We intend access and redress, portability, and the right to be forgotten, to become “one-click rights”: rights that are as simple and efficient to use as today’s and tomorrow’s best online services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. From data protection to data empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data protection regulation and corporate ethics codes are designed to protect people from abuse and misuse of their personal data by organisations. While these will remain necessary, we intend to change common practices towards a situation where individuals are both protected and empowered to use the data that organisations hold about them. Examples of such uses include simplifying administrative paperwork, processing data from multiple sources to improve one’s self-knowledge, personalised AI assistants, decision-making, and data sharing under the individual’s own terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. From closed to open ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today’s data economy creates network effects favoring a few platforms able to collect and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 See MyData Global’s identify statement, adopted in the 2022 Autumn General Meeting, https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VgJyW4zJ846Y0TN1ig1T9hxscbSvYQL3IkVvMOZmzPU4/edit#slide=id.q1596d2a9cf5_1_0
1.1. Situation analysis
This strategy is developed at a momentous time for the MyData mission, with rapid changes in ecosystems, awareness, norms, and expectations about personal data governance. There are several factors, both internal and external to MyData Global and the MyData community, that will shape our ability to achieve our mission over the next three years.

Internally, MyData Global is at an important inflection point. A concerted effort to professionalise the organisation is underway, including the development of this strategy, hiring of key staff including the executive director, and a reform of the MyData's governance structure and financial and administrative processes. This professionalisation process is expected to begin yielding benefits as we enter 2024, and will be leveraged to support the continued growth and engagement of the MyData community. The perspectives, innovations, and dedication of this community remain MyData's most powerful asset and foundation. Activity and engagement has in some respects lagged, however. This is particularly evident in regard to local hubs and thematic groups, which have not received dedicated and continuous support from MyData Global due to resource and capacity constraints. There has also been a clear request from several members to strengthen the value that MyData membership conveys compared to other initiatives and networks.

Externally, there are several factors that bode well for MyData's mission. Most notably, there has been an explosion of interest in the responsible governance of personal data. This is driven in part by the rapid digitalization of services in many markets, and the visible relevance of data for life events and everyday life for many consumers. It is also, driven in part by popular concerns related to emergent technologies, and significant advances in European regulatory frameworks. There is also a significant amount of activity in developing European data spaces, which has generated a flurry of attention and engagement, where MyData's advocacy and messaging has been influential.

Developments in European policy deserve special attention. The EU Data Strategy's explicit reference to human-centricity and the MyData movement is an important achievement, but it remains uncertain how this will be translated into specific regulation or the implementation of existing regulation, and implementation of the Data Governance Act is emblematic. Though MyData has been able to provide ad hoc and informal support to member states struggling to understand and implement the Act's requirements in regard to personal data intermediaries,
MyData has not yet managed to scale or structure this support. Similarly, MyData currently enjoys a profile and position in the EU discourse on data policy, but that position is not guaranteed to persist and must be continually earned by demonstrating relevance and adding value in a quickly changing policy environment. With the continued debate and adoption of new regulatory frameworks for personal data, and ongoing efforts by member states to interpret and adopt existing regulations, there is a tremendous potential for MyData to increase its impact by systematising support to these actors.

These developments also represent opportunities to support MyData organisation members. This can be direct support, by helping businesses to understand and access opportunities that emerge with new regulations. MyData can also support members indirectly, by shaping the expectations of regulators, customers, and competitors about the value and advantages of a human-centric business model. This is especially relevant as EU regulations such as the Digital Markets Act impose penalties for companies that manage personal data in a way contrary to the MyData mission.

There are also significant regulatory developments taking place outside of Europe at the national and regional levels, such as the African Data Policy Framework. This offers a significant opportunity to facilitate practical and technical learning between policy-makers in Europe and abroad. Lessons and advances outside of Europe can directly inform stronger implementation of EU regulations in European markets, while MyData can play an important role to leverage European experiences for stronger regulation in developing markets. The latter is of particular importance if established gatekeepers like Apple and Google increase their efforts to dominate emerging markets in reaction to EU restrictions and penalties.

Increased popular attention to data governance issues is also visible in the rapid proliferation of civil society initiatives dedicated to strengthening the responsible governance of personal and collective data. Several new advocacy organisations and projects have recently been launched, as well as several new funds and philanthropic initiatives. These initiatives tend to employ rhetoric of responsible data and digital rights, but are largely unconnected from MyData in terms of policy, networks, and practice. These initiatives are doing a good job of campaigning and lobbying to policy-makers, companies, and the general public around the world. MyData has an important opportunity to collaborate with this new community of advocates, to strengthen its messaging and contribute to shared objectives.

1.2. Implications for the MyData Global Strategy 2024-2026
The developments described above are all dynamic and fast moving. The implications of many of them remain uncertain. Several conclusions have nevertheless been drawn in the development of this strategy. It is necessary for MyData Global to simultaneously strengthen its internal processes and its internal engagement in order to effectively pursue its mission.

Internally, there is a need to continue strengthening MyData Global’s operational effectiveness and professionalism, while simultaneously strengthening its support to the MyData community. There
is a clear opportunity to strengthen the value that MyData Global membership conveys to members, and to grow membership beyond Europe, in order to extend peer learning and exchange, while also scaling MyData Global’s potential for achieving its mission globally. There is particular demand to strengthen our support to local hubs and thematic groups in order to enable this.

Externally, there is also a clear opportunity to strengthen and systematise the contributions that MyData community has demonstrated in the EU context. Support to policy-makers and the designers of services can be strengthened and systematised for improved impact within and outside of Europe. Simultaneously, the dynamic and uncertain development of market structures in Europe and beyond provides MyData Global with an opportunity to lead in understanding and promoting how small and medium businesses can thrive in these emergent ecosystems. Showing how businesses can benefit from a human-centric approach will strengthen emergent ecosystems, markets, and regulations, while also directly supporting and providing value to MyData Global’s organisation members.

2. Strategic areas and objectives
For the 2024-2026 strategy period, MyData Global’s activities will be focused on achieving strategic objectives grouped into four priority strategic areas, presented and described below.

The strategic pillars of operations and community focus on strengthening the efficiency, vitality, and impact of MyData as an organisation and a community.

The strategic pillars of policy and markets focus MyData Global’s external attention on enabling the development of human centric tools and services.

These goals rely fundamentally on understanding the needs of the people who will use these tools and services, and contribute indirectly to building users’ awareness and digital rights literacy.

Each strategic pillar and high level goal is described in detail below, and will be pursued by specific, time-bound, and measurable activities that are described in annual work plans.
2.1. Operations
A well-functioning and efficient organisation is essential to MyData Global's success and impact. For this 3-year strategy period, the strategic focus for management and operations will be on organisational development towards improved efficiency and alignment with our values.

This will be pursued through the following strategic objectives:

2.1.1. The association is financially sustainable and resilient
In order to sustain its work, the association will balance and diversify sustainable revenue streams to ensure that it is not dependent on, or vulnerable to, any single revenue source, and so that all activities remain aligned with MyData's core principles and the association's strategic priorities.

2.1.2. Team processes are efficient and professional
The organisation is structured so as to facilitate clear prioritisation and decision-making and to maximise the efficient use of human and financial resources, through appropriate staffing and agile processes.

2.1.3. MyData's values are curated and visible
MyData values should be maintained and curated in the MyData Declaration and other documents as a social anchor for the MyData community. These values should also be manifest in the way MyData Global operates, through its use of tools, processes, and staff activities.
2.2. Community
The MyData community will always be at the core of all MyData Global’s activities as an organisation in service of the community. For years 2024-2026, the emphasis will be on consolidating the growth and development of prior years: to ensure that membership in the association is valued by members, that the broad community facilitates meaningful and independent activity and collaboration by participants, and that our membership is representative of the MyData Declaration’s scope and ambition.

This will be pursued through the following strategic objectives:

2.2.1. Members value their MyData Global membership
MyData Global membership should grow and develop based on a clear sense among members that membership helps them and adds value to what they do and represent. Individual and organisation members feel that their needs and perspectives are appropriately represented in global discussions and policy fora. This sense of value should be visible to members and non-members alike.

2.2.2. The broad MyData community is active and productive
Community activities should be supported and revitalised within and beyond MyData Global members through established mechanisms such as thematic groups and local hubs as well as new and independent activities, projects, and consortia where MyData Global is active. These activities should be productive, generating new knowledge, collaborations, and impact (including contribution to the real and perceived value of membership as well as the diversity and representativeness of MyData Global’s membership).

2.2.3. Membership is diverse and representative
In order to live up to the scope and ambition of the MyData Declaration, the association’s membership needs to include the active participation by individuals and organisations from all sectors and from all parts of the world.

2.3. Policy
Influencing and shaping the European rules that regulate personal data governance has been central to MyData Global’s activities, successes, and potential for impact. In the coming strategy period, the goal will be to strengthen and extend this work to the implementation of established regulatory frameworks, and to embed the human-centric approach in emerging rules and advocacy initiatives within and beyond the EU.

This will be pursued through the following strategic objectives:
2.3.1. Implementation of EU data policy puts people at its centre

Inclusion of a human-centric approach in the EU data strategy is an important milestone for MyData, but it is not certain how this will be practically manifest in European frameworks as new EU Acts are adopted and member states resolve the ambiguities inherent in existing legislation. MyData Global should engage with policymakers at the regional and national levels in the EU to ensure that the interpretation and implementation of legislation adhere to the principles of human-centricity articulated in the EU Data Strategy and the MyData Declaration.

2.3.2. Embed a human-centric approach in rules emerging globally

Regulatory frameworks are developing and emerging beyond Europe at both the regional and national levels. MyData Global should engage with policymakers beyond the EU to embed the human-centric approach into how these frameworks are articulated, implemented, and understood. Simultaneously, MyData Global should engage with the public servants and front-line bureaucrats whose hiring, procurement, and administrative decisions define the rules for how personal data is managed in public services at the national or subnational levels.

2.3.3. MyData is salient with the global data advocacy movement

There is currently a thriving, but highly fragmented, global community of civil society organisations, researchers, and public intellectuals advocating for better rules and legislation to govern personal and collective data. MyData's mission and rhetoric currently have very limited currency with this broad community, which often focuses on punishing malevolent actors, preventing potential harms, and collective governance mechanisms. Early work to conceptualise the linkages between "MyData" and collective and aggregate data dynamics ("OurData") should be extended and reinforced to improve salience, complementarity, and potential collaborations within this wider advocacy community in order to better advance MyData's mission through the advocacy of other groups.

2.4. Markets

New data markets and ecosystems are emerging without a clear incentive for open interoperability or clear business models for how companies can thrive and grow without tracking and exploiting people's data. We believe that this is due to a failure of the market and a failure of the imagination, and that significant effort should be made to strengthen the openness and human-centricity in more mature and established systems, while also supporting and facilitating the emergence and scaling of ecosystems that are open and human-centric by design. We believe MyData can best contribute to this by a combination of thought leadership and practical work to facilitate the development and demonstration of real solutions, collaborating with the myriad stakeholders that are already building, designing, regulating, and preparing to enter these ecosystems.
This will be pursued through the following strategic objectives:

2.4.1. MyData identifies problems and solutions

MyData's thought leadership should anticipate and clearly articulate challenges related to a new data economy, and propose opportunities, innovations, and responses that can help to address those challenges. Conceptual and applied research can help to focus attention and action among regulators and designers, while providing opportunities and strengthening the credibility of MyData members that are developing solutions.

2.4.2. Business models are demonstrated

Work with MyData operators and with European data apace initiatives has consistently highlighted the importance and absence of viable business models for a human-centric approach to personal data governance in the private sector. MyData Global can help to identify, test, and promote viable and human-centric business models by creating spaces for dialogue and experimentation, by coordinating complementary efforts, by helping members to understand their users’ needs and market landscape, to access the networks and resources they need to succeed, and by actively documenting and promoting successful business models.

2.4.3. Technical solutions are demonstrated

The strong technical innovations produced by the MyData community are inhibited by a lack of scale, visibility and interoperability. MyData Global can help to overcome these limits by creating spaces for dialogue and experimentation, by coordinating complementary efforts, by helping members to access the networks and resources they need to succeed, and by actively documenting and promoting cutting edge technical solutions.

3. How the three-year strategy will be used

This three-year strategy identifies the high-level objectives that MyData Global hopes to achieve during the strategy period. These objectives will be pursued by specific activities that are identified and prioritised on an annual basis, based on strategic developments and available resources. These work plans will be presented to MyData Global members for approval in general meetings. Annual work plans will include annual budgets and specific indicators and targets to be monitored by the MyData Global board on a running basis.

4. Implementation, monitoring and reporting

4.1. Internal processes

Strategic priority areas and objectives provide MyData Global with guidance for results-oriented and adaptive work planning. To facilitate this, the staff will establish specific metrics (including specific indicators and targets) for each strategic objective to facilitate monitoring, learning, and
adaptation. These will be applied and adapted in regular reflection meetings to strengthen progress towards achieving the objectives in the three-year strategy.

4.2. Reporting to the board and the membership
At the end of each year, together with a retrospective report on performance for the finishing year, MyData Global’s executive director will present the board with a draft strategic and operational work plan for the upcoming year. The operational work plan will contain a summary of financial and administrative planning. The strategic work plan will propose targets, key activities, and risks for the upcoming year. These work plans will be summarised for presentation to membership in a General Meeting.